Haussler, Littlestone and Warmuth described a general-purpose algorithm for learning according to the prediction model, and proved a bound on the probability that their algorithm made a mistake in terms of the number of examples seen and the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of the concept class being learned. We show that their bound is optimal to within a factor of 1 + o(1).
Introduction
In the prediction model 4], the algorithm is trying to learn a f0; 1g-valued function f from a known class F. An adversary chooses f and a probability distribution D over the domain of f, and elements , we have a known family F of functions mapping X to f0; 1g. For some unknown function f 2 F and some unknown distribution D on X, we get m independent samples x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x m chosen from D, and also get the values of f(x 1 ); f(x 2 ); : : : ; f(x m ). We will refer to x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x m and f(x 1 ); f(x 2 ); : : : ; f(x m ) collectively as a \sample", and denote it by S. Then, given x m+1 drawn from D and independently of the previous samples, the learner's goal is to guess the value of f(x m+1 ) correctly with as high a probability as possible. Recall that f and D are unknown.
Given a learning algorithm A, let p 0 (A; F; m) denote the supremum, over all choices of f and D, of the probability that A incorrectly predicts f(x m+1 ). (This probability is taken over the random choices of x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x m , as well as the internal coin-ips of A, in case A is a randomized algorithm.) De ne p(F; m) = inf A p 0 (A; F; m); thus, p(F; m) is the worst-case error probability of the \best" learning algorithm for F. Finally, let p(d; m) be the supremum of p(F; m) over all choices of F whose VCdimension is d. Thus, if p(d; m) q, then for any > 0, there is a family F of VC-dimension d and a choice for f and D, such that any learning algorithm has an error probability of at least q ? in predicting the value of f(x m+1 ).
The following correlational result involving a \balls and bins" experiment will be useful. The heart of our analysis is the proof of the following theorem, which concerns the case in which the VC-dimension is 1. (We denote the logarithm to the base 2 by \log", and the logarithm to the base e by \ln".) We extend this result to the case d > 1 in Theorem 3.2. Proof: As in 3], we will x D, and describe a distribution over the choice of f such that, for any algorithm A, the probability, with respect to the choice of f as well as the random examples, that A makes a mistake is lower bounded as in Theorem 3.1. This will imply the existence of f for which the probability of making a mistake has the same lower bound with respect only to the random choice of examples.
The concept class F that we use is as follows. For our proof, we will nd it convenient to prove a lower bound for an arti cial learning model in which the learning algorithm is given information about the function to be learned in addition to a 2 Let D be the uniform distribution over V , and suppose the function f to be learned is chosen uniformly at random from F. It will be useful to view this choice as being made via a random walk from the root to a leaf, by rst choosingr uniformly at random from f1; :::; bg h , and then each time we need to decide which of b children to take, checking the appropriate component ofr. The additional information given to the algorithm depends on the random sample S it receives and the function f to be learned, as follows. De ne low(S) to be the positive example in S that lies furthest down the path de ning f if there are any positive examples, and to be the root otherwise (note that the root is contained in all root-to-leaf paths). In addition to a sample S, the algorithm receives all the components ofr except the component used to tell which child of low(S) to take. If the lowest positive example is a leaf, no information is given (nor is it needed). Call this information c(S;r).
If low(S) is not a leaf, the positive examples in S, together with c(S;r), narrow the possibilities for f to one of b paths (see Figure 1) . Negative examples falling on some of these paths can eliminate them as possibilities (see Figure 2) .
As is well-known (see 2]), the probability of mistake is minimized by any algorithm that, given (i) a sample S, (ii) x m+1 and (iii) c(S;r), outputs the prediction for f(x m+1 ) that minimizes the a posteriori probability of a mistake, after conditioning on (i), (ii) and (iii). One such optimal algorithm (let us call it A) predicts 1 if and only if the conditional probability that f(x m+1 ) = 1 is strictly greater than 1=2. Thus, if there are at least two possibilities for the function f to be learned that are consistent with the information in S and c(S;r), algorithm A predicts 1 for all elements on the path from the root to low(S), and 0 everywhere else. This is because, in this case, since f is chosen via a random walk, all possibilities for f remaining are equally likely, and the unknown portions are disjoint. So for any v not on the path from the root to low(S), the a posteriori probability that f(v) = 1 is at most 1=2. Of 
Here, \mistake" is the event that the optimal algorithm A predicts f(x m+1 ) incorrectly, and, in an abuse of notation, \low(S + )" is the value of low(S) conditional on E 1 
. (Note that the value of low(S)
is determined once we know pos(S).) If height(low(S + )) = 0 (i.e., if low(S + ) is a leaf), then (2) is trivial, so suppose from now on that height(low(S + )) > 0. Then,
Pr(mistakej(E 1^E2 )) height(low(S + )) n Pr(not deter(S,r)j(E 1^E2 ))
since if f is not determined by S, A will incorrectly predict 0 for all positive examples on the path below low(S). Let alive(S + ; I) be the set of b elements of F consistent with the information in E 1^E2 .
Say that a root-to-leaf path is \hit" if one of its vertices is a negative example. Note that, after conditioning on E 1^E2 , we can view S as being lled in by sampling the remaining examples independently at random uniformly from V ? f ?1 (1 (ii) The right-hand-side of (5) Putting these two bounds together with (3) proves Theorem 3.1. As in (6), set h = b(ln m)=(2 ln ln m)c. We now show how to set a suitable value for b (and hence for n) so that (7), (8) and (9) Since n = hm= (b), we get that (8) and (9) hold if m is large enough. Via a more complicated proof, a similar lower bound on p(1; m) can be shown for the above learning problem for a complete binary tree (i.e., b = 2), for an appropriate choice of n = n(m). 
Since we are interested in the asymptotics as m increases, we assume in Theorem 3.2 that m 8d. it is not hard to verify that VCdim(F) = d. The adversary's strategy is to pick leaves y 1 ; y 2 ; : : : ; y d using random walks independently from T 1 ; T 2 ; : : : ; T d respectively; the unknown function is then set to be P d i=1 f y i . The adversary also sets the distribution D of the samples x i , to be uniform on V . As before, the learner wishes to maximize the probability of correctly guessing the value of P d i=1 f y i (x m+1 ). Note that if x m+1 belongs to some tree T i , then this value (to be guessed) is simply f y i (x m+1 ). It is also easy to check that those samples among the rst m samples that fell in other trees T j , give no information to the learner. We are thus essentially reduced to our earlier setting of the \single tree" problem. Since m 8d, (11) shows that with probability at least 1 ? 1= ln(m=d), the number of samples among the rst m that landed in T i , is (A minor subtlety that we have glossed over is that the number of samples falling in T i may have been less than m 0 {it may not have exactly equaled m 0 . But this is not a problem, since it can be seen that for any concept class F, p(F; m) is non-increasing as a function of m; indeed, if more samples cannot help, the optimal learner will simply ignore such samples.)
